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Stocks

Indicator Direction

Up / Near All-time Highs

The stock market has been making new all-time highs in the Dow and S&P 500 until the last week. We are

currently in what is called a consolidation. You can see in the chart of the Dow below that the price has

stayed within a small area the last 5 days or so.

(Click to enlarge)

 

Let’s take a look at a weekly chart of the Dow. The chart looks to be in a very powerful uptrend to new

highs. We are a little extended here, so a breather would not be uncalled for.

(Click to enlarge)
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The NASDAQ is making new 13 year highs, but has yet to surpass its all-time high above 5,000 made back

in 2001.

There are currently 6 distribution days for the Nasdaq and S&P 500. This amount of distribution days that

tells us that the big institutions have been selling. Though the trend is definitely up, use caution in putting

on any new positions now. This rally has not yet seen a correction of more than 10% in a few years, and it is

definitely overdue.

Continue to look for stocks forming established chart patterns or pulling back to moving averages.

Income/ dividend stocks have sold off since May of last year on fears of higher interest rates affecting their

business. Many of these stocks are down more than 30% off their highs.. It is really kind of silly – interest

rates have gone up maybe 1%, and stocks considered “interest rate sensitive” like REITS have sold off

30%. Wall Street is definitely not rational in the short term, and it is during these irrational moods that great

opportunities open up.

I would look to add small positions or add to compounding positions of select income stocks. I am currently

adding to my Realty Income (O) position.

That said, growth stocks have the best chance of capital gains today, not value or income stocks.

Bonds

Indicator Direction

Down

Interest rates are starting to rise. Rising interest rates mean lower bond prices. The bond market has priced

in an interest rate hike of a full point, even though the Fed has not yet begun to raise rates.However, muni

bonds are starting to look attractive here as prices have declined as much as 20% recently. Fear of the Fed

tapering its $85 billion/ month bond buys has led to a sell-off of anything considered interest rate sensitive,

and muni bonds fall into this area. I feel the decline is overdone in the short-term. I will be posting on the

Blog when munis are a buy.
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Avoid all other bonds, especially Treasuries and high-yield junk bonds.

Real estate

Indicator Direction

Prices rising in most

parts of the country

Real estate prices are rising fast now in most geographic areas. Average prices in many major metro areas

in the U.S. have risen more than 30% from a year ago, and are forecast to rise more than 20% in 2014.

However, these forecasts are frequently completely off, so don’t feel like you have missed the boat. There

are always great opportunities in real estate at any given time!In November I purchased a single family

house in Indiana for less than $27,000, and it had already been fixed up with a new roof, new paint, new

windows, new electric. That was a bargain, in my opinion.Interest rates have risen from a low of 3.25 to

around 4.6% today.

Look to lock in 30 year fixed rate mortgages below 5% – long-term you won’t regret this.

Tax Liens

Indicator Direction

Continue to purchase.

Unlike most other investments, tax liens are not directly correlated with what goes on in the economy

regarding jobs, interest rates, polices, etc. This means they can be great investments no matter what the

stock market is doing and how great or poor the economy is doing.Check the Sidebar for upcoming tax lien

auctions.

Gold & Silver

Indicator Direction

May be trying to bottom here
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The precious metals are in a major correction. The 12 year bull market rally that started in 2001 peaked in

September 2011 at $1,920 an ounce for gold, and has been trending down ever since. Reasons for the

decline include expectations of rising interest rates and a rotation out of “fear based” assets back into

stocks.

After a huge liquidation in April 2013 it looks like prices are trying to bottom here, with gold at $1,227 and

silver at $19.58. $1,200 for gold is a major support price, and gold has tested this area a few times. Silver ’s

support price is around $19.00.A rise above $1,350 in gold will signify a bottom (at least near-term) and

higher prices in the short-term.

Gold’s performance in 2013 has not been helped by a number of recent factors: the stock market’s meltup,

the Fed’s bond market tapering expectation which has led to rising interest rates, and a move to other

assets like real estate and collectible art that are performing well.

If these support prices do not hold for gold and silver, the whole bull market since 2001 may officially be

over. I still feel this is unlikely, but it is a possibility. The long-term charts for gold and silver do not show a

bubble in prices followed by a quick collapse.Hold off an all precious metal purchases now.

Daily Market Trend Report for Thursday 23rd of January 2014


